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TALKING 

BIKES
CHUCK 

PALUMBO
I’m an unashamed fan of TV documentaries, especially those 
involving bikes, cars and any sort of engineering for that 
matter. 
 
Last year I caught up with ‘Extreme Car Hoarders’ on 
Discovery where a couple of blokes in the US would find 
people with a mass of cars collected over years and offer to 
build them a kick ass ride by using the proceeds from the 
sale of all of their other cars that would simply be left to rot 
away otherwise. 
I was immediately hooked by the concept, the characters 
and the style of the program too. So I approached one of the 
main men, who also happens to be a big bike guy and ex 
wrestler too, to hear what he had to say…on cars, bikes and 
TV work.  
This is Charles (Chuck) Palumbo and this is his story. 

When did you start building cars and bikes…which came 
first?  

“I first started building motorcycles as a teenager, my first 
build was with my father. I was around 4 or 5 years old, we 
picked up an old rigid mini bike frame and put a 5 HP 
Tecumseh pull start engine in it, from that point on I was 
hooked. 
My first car build was when I was 15 yrs old. I started 
working as a painters helper in a bodyshop part time at 
about 14 years old. I was saving money to buy my first car. 
The plan was to have it road ready by the time I could get 
my license at 16.  

I bought a 1981 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme with a seized 
diesel engine for 900 dollars. I swapped the diesel for an 
Olds 350 Rocket motor and a Turbo 350 automatic 
transmission out of a 1970 Olds cutlass. I did this in my 
driveway. I did the body and paint work at the bodyshop I 
worked at. I traded my labor for shop space. I ended up 
painting the car a Porsche "Guards Red" colour, in RM brand 
lacquer; 15 coats. I learned from an old timer to over reduce 
the paint and lay on tons of it, then sand and buff it. It came 
out pretty good for a first time paint job.  
So I guess the bikes came first if you count the mini bike lol” 

Did it start as a hobby as a home builder as a boy? How did 
it progress from there? 

“I did my first complete motorcycle build at 18 years old. I 
had just finished painting a 1970's Ford F250 4x4 truck and I 
put it up for sale. I was offered a 1977 Kawasaki KZ 1000 as 
a trade. I ended up restoring it, adding a Wiseco big bore kit, 
a Kerker header and a set of CR smoothbore carbs. I had a 
lot of fun on that bike...maybe too much

I guess it just progressed from there. I would pick up old 
cars, mostly late 60's early cars and trucks, Novas, 
Chevelles, Camaros, Lemans, Cutlasses, old 4x4 trucks 
etc, at the time in the 80's they were cheap to purchase. I 
would fix them up with maybe a paint job, etc and sell them 
for profit. I also enjoyed helping friends with their cars and 
bikes.  
I joined the US Navy at 19. I wanted to get to Southern CA, 
to me that was the scene for cars & bikes. The Navy brought 
me to CA where I worked as an Aviation mechanic/
fabricator. When I was off duty I worked as an auto body 
painter at a shop in Pacific Beach, San Diego.  

I continued to build cars and bikes to flip while I was in the 
US Navy. I would use the shop at Naval Station Miramar in 
San Diego to do most of the mechanical work since I didn't 
have my own shop. They had tools and equipment we could 
borrow, as well as a stall to do the work in. It was a great 
program. The owner of the body shop I worked in would 
allow me to use the spray booth to paint my cars. When I 
was out at sea in the Persian Gulf, I worked as a Plane 
Captain on the flight deck aboard the USS Carl Vinson.
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After my term in the US Navy and a year at a junior college 
in Rhode Island (CCRI) I received a basketball scholarship at 
Central Missouri State University where I continued to work 
on cars for extra money” 

You’re known for your successes as a pro wrestler, but were 
you still building cars/bikes during that time or were you 
doing both? 

“Wrestling came next which gave me the means to purchase 
quality tools and equipment as well as meet clientele who 
had the means to purchase my car and motorcycle builds. In 
the beginning I transformed my home garage into a shop. I 
would wrestle Fri - Tues on the road all over the world. 
When I would get home, I would work in the shop building 
cars and bikes. My dream was to have my own shop, so 
when I retired from wrestling in 2008, I started a full time 
shop and business” 

In terms of cars, what is your favourite car/truck style? Do 
you have a top 5 cars list?  

“My favourite car style would be the American muscle car 
era, 1963-1972 for sure. Chevelles, Corvettes, Camaros, 
Novas, Olsmobile Cutasses, GTO's, Mopars , all of them! For 
trucks I love the 60's and 70's. Especially vintage 4x4's. Early 
Bronco's, Highboy 4x4 Fords etc. 

Top 5 cars list , Thats a HARD one! 1963-1967 Corvettes, 
1969 and 1970 Camaro RS Z28's, 1970 LS 6 Chevelle Super 
Sport, Early Roadrunners, 1968 or 1969 Chargers” 

In terms of bike, what is your favourite style? Do you have a 
top 5 bikes list? 

“Favourite Bike? I don't have one. I love them all! Of course 
I like all the bikes I build, but factory production bikes 
would be: Top5 maybe the 1973 Kawasaki Z1 900, The 
2001-2003 Harley Davidson Heritage Springer Softail, The 
1986 or 1987 Suzuki GSXR 1100 Slabby,  The Kawasaki ZRX 
1200, 1982 Suzuki Katana 1100. 

My favourite style would be early 70's and 80's superbikes, 
choppers and v twin customs are fun to build too”
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Your tastes and styles are seemingly different, does that lead 
to ‘creative challenges’ let’s say and who usually comes out 
on top? 

“Rick and I NEVER see eye to eye from a creative standpoint. 
I want a car that runs as good as it looks, built clean. If the 
car is deserving of a quality restoration, that’s what I want. I 
also have an appreciation for the ‘period correct’ build. 
Rick’s all about looks and style only, he doesn’t care if it runs 
well or runs at all. I think an undercarriage or engine 
compartment should look as good as the paint job or 
interior. He doesn't care about anything you can't see.  

All of this is challenging, but Rick has to remember this is a 
business, and we must do what’s best for business and whats  
best is building a car that the CUSTOMER wants with a 
BUDGET that our shop and customer agree on, not what just 
WE want” 

What next for the show…is there a new series in the 
making? 
Any other TV/Media projects being considered? 

“There is no new series in the works as of yet. I do have 
some other TV projects in the works that I'm very excited 
about. I can't say much about them yet but I think people 
are going to enjoy them!” 

What is your favourite car or bike build you’re most proud 
of? 

“My favourite build for cars would be the 1965 Corvette 
Stingray I did with my daughter Charli. That was a special 
time for Charli and myself, and it was my dad's car that he 
bought new at 19 yrs old in 65'. We showed it in the season 
finale of Extreme Car Hoarders (Rusted Development in the 
US) season 2. It’s special when you can document a build 
with your child. Charli will be able to share this with her 
kids some day, very special. 

My favourite bike build is a tough one. I don’t have just one. 
I like all of them equally. I just feel grateful that people trust 
me to build motorcycles for them, I really appreciate that” 

You’re now well known for your TV show: Extreme Car 
Hoarders, how did that come about and how did you pair up 
with Rick Dore to do the show? 

“Rick and I knew each other from the car and motorcycle 
scene, but never worked together. It was a concept that the 
production company Nerd TV out of London, Discovery UK, 
and ourselves came up with.  

Basically we help car hoarders by building their all time 
dream car. To do this we sell off enough of their other cars, 
parts etc to fund the build, so I can pay my help, parts 
materials and shop expenses.  We help them clean up their 
lives and deal with the issues that led them to becoming 
hoarders. Originally I thought this would be just a car show, 
but it is so much more…it’s a helping show. The satisfaction I 
feel from helping these people is incredible, it doesn't get 
much better than that” 



Which is the tougher crowd to please…car or bike crowd? 

“I really don't think the bike or car crowd is tough to please 
as long as you do quality, clean work with an attention to 
detail” 

Do you know many other TV car/bike builders? How has 
their reaction been to your car/bike building and the TV 
show? 

“I do know a few builders, most are in their 60's and 70's . 
Bruce Barker a top notch machinist, here in Chula Vista, CA 
is a very close friend who has taught me a ton about 
machine work, tooling and design.  
He builds and restores  some of the finest vintage Triumphs 
as well as all other vintage bikes in the world. Bruce also 
does most of the machine work and parts making for Richard 
Pollack of Mule Motorcycles in  San Diego CA.  

The legendary Rob North who is also here in National City 
CA is another close friend and mentor of mine. Rob is 
famous world wide for his Rob North Triples race bikes. Rob 
is also a native of England. I apprenticed in metalsmithing 
under Rob, he is an incredible builder.  

Bruce and Rob are not big TV guys, most of the true greats 
are not, but they do love watching my show which I really 
appreciate.  My Uncle Mike Ventrone was a big inspiration 
to me also. He runs a Harley dealership back in my home 
state of Rhode Island. He took me for a ride on his Kawasaki 
Z1 in the early 70's and I was hooked!  We’re on the phone 
weekly talking about our latest projects” 

Where do you see your future in terms of car/bike building 
and TV work? 

“In the future my number one goal in the bike/car world is 
to get my daughter Charli more involved…in the shop, on 
the business side and on the TV shows if she wants. I see 
myself building cars and bikes for ever. The TV shows are fun 
but the finest thing about them is I get to SHARE my 
creations world wide with people who APPRECIATE them”

I suggested to you a few months ago that you should do a 
show about extreme bike hoarders or building bikes for 
people who are unable to for various reasons? Do you think 
a show like that would work and would you consider doing 
it…or even just expanding your business to include that 
aspect? 

“I do think an ‘Extreme Motorcycle Hoarding’ show would 
be excellent. It has not been done yet, maybe I should jump 
on it before some one else does! lol” 

Would you say you’re more of a car guy or bike guy? Can 
you ever be both? 

“I would say I’m a car AND bike guy…yes you can be both, 
MANY people in this world are. We all love machines…I 
think that’s what it is” 

You’ve built some great cars and bikes, but which tend to 
give you the best satisfaction and which get you the best 
reaction from clients? 

“I think the cars and bikes that give me the best satisfaction 
are the ones that bring back the best memories to the 
clients/people I build them for, it's that easy” 

Do you have any bike/car builds that you regret or now look 
back on and ask yourself, “Why did I do that?”  

“I don't regret any of the builds I’ve ever done. Yes there are 
times I wish I had a better budget to do more, but all in all 
I’m just glad to be doing what I love for a living” 

Obviously fashions change but would you ever change any of 
the builds of the past? 

“Yes, times/styles change but I try NOT to be trendy. I try 
not to look at too many pictures of other builds. I think it 
causes us to be trendy even when we don't want to be. I 
usually have a vision in my head that I stick with. I’ve always 
wanted to be different…that’s just me…I march to the beat 
of my own drum. Looking back I do notice my style changes 
SLIGHTLY as I continue to build”
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What has been your high point in your career/life so far? 

“High points and low points? Well, I guess my lowest was 
before I left for the Navy. I was living in my 1971 Chevy 
C-10 pickup, times were tough and business was slow but I 
have never looked back. The Navy, College, Pro Wrestling in 
the WCW, WWF and WWE, wrestling for Japanese 
companies, raising my little girl, building cars and 
motorcycles, meeting my long time girlfriend Laura, TV 
Shows - where I can express my self through creations…I’d 
say I’m living the dream” 

Which mode of transport do you naturally lean towards? 
Bike or Car? 
Which would be your best transport to travel across country? 
Go to store? Go to the Bar? Go out with pals? Go out with 
family? 

“Transport wise, I use my pickup truck a lot, it comes in 
handy picking up parts and materials, towing my car or 
motorcycle trailers etc. If I had a choice I would ride a 
motorcycle most of the time, and then maybe my 65' 
Corvette or my 1970 Camaro RS Z28.  

With my girlfriend I would say the Vette. With the family I 
would say the truck or family sedan. With my friends I would 
say the bikes, especially bar/or pub hopping. 

I rode across country on a rigid chopper in 2009, that was 
fun but tough on the body, the following year I rode a Dyna 
Superglide around the country, for about 6 weeks - San 
Diego to the Carolinas, Carolinas to New England, down to 
Detroit to Colorado to Arizona back to San Diego and I had 
the time of my life” 

We’re so grateful to Chuck for taking the time to sit around 
our campfire and sing a few Kumbayas with us. Can’t wait to 
see more creations, be them car or bike builds from this 
amazing talent, yet brilliantly approachable biking bloke. 
 
Chuck…We offer you our highest accolade…WE SALUTE 
YOU SIR!

As a bike builder, would you ever venture away from the V-
Twin market and into the Japanese, European or British bikes 
etc? 

“I have been into Japanese bikes since day 1 but I guess I’m 
just not known for them. I'm actually doing a few Slabby 
Suzuki restorations as well as some custom vintage Japanese 
racers and a few resto mod super bikes right now! I'm still 
doing the v twins also. I also have a cool rigid one 
off custom chopper in the works too” 

There are lots of home and bike builders all over the world 
doing great work. Do you ever compare your work to their 
creations…or do you just do your own thing? 

“I guess I do my own thing. There are a lot of good builders 
out there world wide doing great work and building great 
bikes. I don't really have a favourite builder or someones 
particular style that I follow. I DO truly admire the guys/gals 
who are out there actually doing the builds themselves, 
hands on - like welding, fabricating, painting, machining 
etc...themselves, thats pretty cool” 

Where do you get your influences from…for both car and 
bike builds? 

“I do know I get most of my influences from machines, cars 
trucks motorcycles etc from the ones I saw on the street as a 
kid. I grew up in the 70's and 80's. BMX was also a big part 
of my life in the early days. I used to build bikes for all the 
kids in the neighbourhood. So I guess BMX bikes have also 
influenced my style” 

What advice can you give any home bike builder starting out 
on the new project build? 

“Some advice to new builders, or anybody who wants to 
start a project build. START with a complete bike, maybe 
something old and used, but complete.  
Number 1 - it allows you to truly understand the workings of 
the motorcycle, and become familiar with designs, concepts 
and functionality.  
Number 2 - It's a lot easier to start a project with ALL of the 
parts. Parts searching can be pricey and time consuming. 
Also at times you may not know what the correct part is or 
what it looks like etc. Also those TV shows where people 
were building bikes in a week is pretty far fetched, so be 
patient” 

What advice can you give any bike builder going into 
business? 

“For the person who wants to do this for a living? Please 
remember that this business at times, can be a labour of 
love, so give it time and try it as a hobby first and make sure 
you LOVE it. 
I learned a lot in my first few years in business. In about 
2005 the chopper CRAZE was dying. Everybody had seen the 
‘Build Offs’. The times and hype of the astronomically priced 
‘custom choppers’ was over and all of the people who 
jumped in the business to get a piece were long gone. I had 
spoke with a few of my friends in the industry about this and 
we all agreed - if we stick to doing quality work at a fair 
price we will survive. Now it has become a reality”


